by Cindy Steele

Creatures of the Night!

Welcome back to Puddles’ Craft
Corner! Imagine being wide
awake at midnight and going
through your normal day. Can
you imagine eating lunch at
midnight, going to school, playing
with your friends, and talking to
your family? That might seem
odd to some of us, but to
nocturnal animals, that's how
they live their lives. Nocturnal
animals are awake and active at
night and then sleep during the day. Some nocturnal animals can be seen during
the day, but most of them spend their whole day resting. Examples of nocturnal
animals include bats, skunks, aardvarks, raccoons, opossum, and owls.

Nocturnal animals sleep during the day for
various reasons. Most nocturnal animals sleep
during the day and are active at night in order
to avoid predators that are active during the
day. For example, sea turtles go to their
breeding sites in order to keep themselves
safe and protect their offspring. Most
nocturnal animals live in the desert or hot
areas. So, not only are they trying to stay
away from predators, they're also staying out
of the hot sun during the day. Now, let’s learn
a little bit about these creatures of the night
and make a fun nocturnal animal craft!

What Exactly Does Nocturnal and Diurnal Mean?
Diurnal
Diurnal is a term that describes an animal that is awake or active during the day.
Some common diurnal animals are horses, cows, goats, dogs, ducks, and…You!

Nocturnal
Nocturnal animals are awake and active at night and then sleep during the day.
Some nocturnal animals can be seen during the day, but most of them spend their
whole day resting. Examples of nocturnal animals include bats, skunks, raccoons,
opossum, and owls. There’s a reason why people who stay up late are
called night owls. That’s because owls are always awake and active when the sun
is down. This is called nocturnal behavior, and it’s common among many animals.
They become more active at night to hunt, mate, or avoid heat and predators.

Special Adaptations

Think about what it's like
for you to go outside at
night without a flashlight or
streetlights to help you
see. It can be quite hard.
Well, animals that are
awake during the dark
hours of the night have
highly developed senses,
which make their bodies
unique. Many nocturnal
animals have special eye
cells called rods.

These rods help them capture
more light when it’s dark. This is a
special type of night vision!

Additionally, the sense of smell is something nocturnal animals use as a way to
track other animal's scents or to find food. The aardvark can hear and smell insects
walking along the ground. That is some great hearing!
They also use their ears to hear their prey or other animals they may eat. Some
nocturnal animals, such as bats, use what is called echolocation to see their
environment with their ears. This means that bats make a high-pitched sound that
bounces off nearby objects and comes back to them. They use this to help them
determine how far away and in what direction the object is.
Other unique body adaptations nocturnal
animals have include the owl's special
feather lining on the edge of their wings
that helps to make their flying quieter.
When they can fly quieter at night, their
prey cannot hear them.

Animals that are active at night have an
entirely different skill set to those that are active during the day. Because many of
them don’t rely heavily on their sight, they’ve developed other super senses to help
them either detect their prey or avoid their predators.

Let’s Look at Some Special Nocturnal Animals With Special Senses!

5 Adaptations That Nocturnal Animals Have

1. Eyes Adapted to
Compensate for Lack Of
Light
Many nocturnal animals, such
as moths, have specially
adapted eyes to give them
better eyesight at night. They
do this in a variety of different
ways:
A Nocturnal Tarsier
Large Eyes – Many nocturnal
They Live in the Philippines,
animals have larger eyes than diurnal
Malaysia, Indonesia, and
animals. This is so that their eyes can capture as
Brunei.
much of the available light as possible to help
them see in the dark. For example, the tarsier’s eyes are huge in proportion
to its head.

Eye Shine – Cats and some other animals have good night vision, and their
eyes seem to shine at night. This happens because cats’ eyes take in the
light and then send it back out of their eyes. They have a reflective layer in
the back of their eyes, behind the retina, that reflects the light back out of their
eyes. This gives them a second chance to capture all of the light and get a
better picture.

2. Ears Adapted to Provide Better Hearing
Cupped Ears – Many nocturnal animals
have ears that are cupped. These cupped
ears give them a better sense of hearing by
focusing the sounds in towards their
eardrums. Try cupping your hands around
your ears and see if you can hear better.

Independent Hearing – Some nocturnal animals have better hearing
because they can hear with each ear independently. This means they can
figure out where a sound is by using the sound from both of their ears.
Echolocation – Bats have
developed a special way of
‘seeing’ in the dark called
echolocation. They emit 30 –
60 high frequency calls per
second that rebound off
objects. Their large ears
receive those reflected
sounds, and the bats turn
them into a mental picture to
‘see’ food or obstacles.

3. Bioluminescence
Some creatures are able to
produce their own light. This is
called bioluminescence. You
probably have heard of
bioluminescent organisms in
the oceans that light up the
shore during the night. Fireflies
are another prime example of
bioluminescence. Producing
one’s own light can be used for

Bats Use Echolocation to Hunt for Food

Fireflies Tails Glow Due to Bioluminescence

communication, finding prey, and even defense.

Next is a fun bioluminescence activity you can do with adult help.

Bioluminescence

You will need:
• Glow sticks (non-toxic)
• Jars
• Scissors
• Disposable gloves (optional)

Bioluminescence is the production and
emission of light by a living organism –
and a surprising number of animals do
it. As well as the famed firefly, around
1,500 different species of fish are
known to be bioluminescent (including
sharks and turtles).
Bioluminescence is a beautiful
phenomenon, so why not explore it in
our own way by using glowsticks and
jars.
Simply crack the glowstick to activate and then cut it up, close the lid onto the jar
and give it a really good shake (leaving the glowstick in pieces in the jar helps to

coat it). Then, remove the pieces using gloves or tongs, throw them away safely,
and take the jars to a pitch black room. And the results will be stunning!
Talk about how effective the adaptation of bioluminescence could be in the black of
night in nature and the different reasons animals might use it to recap what you
have learned from this lesson (some use it to attract prey, some use it to distract,
while others use it to attract a mate).

Echolocation

Let’s find out how bats hear and see by playing this fun game!

Materials:
- 1 blindfold
- 2 or more people to play the game

Procedure:
1. Bats rely on sound to help them find their food and to navigate. The person
who is the bat will put on the blindfold and will only use their hearing. No
peeking!
2. The other person or people will quietly stand near the blindfolded bat and
either snap or clap. The bat will try to guess where the sound is coming from.
3. Try making sounds from a few different locations. Keep track of the bat’s
guesses – how many did they get right?
4. Switch with the bat and let everyone takes turns being the bat and see how
they do! How easy or hard was it for you to figure out where the sound was
coming from? Try this outside or in a quiet space and see which one makes it
easier.
Bats and other animals like whales and dolphins use echolocation to help them
“see” in their environment. They emit a sound that bounces off of other objects. By
determining the length of time it takes for sound to return to their ears, the animal
can figure out where and how far away the object, usually food, is.

Diagram of How Echolocation Works

A Bat Catching His Dinner After Using
Echolocation to Find the Prey

Eyes in the Night Craft!

Materials

1. Dark blue piece of cardstock
2. White piece of cardstock
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Yellow piece of cardstock or construction paper
Assorted small tree limb pieces
Assorted sizes of googly eyes
White acrylic paint/a bit of water

Old toothbrush or brittle paint brush
Glue

Procedure

1.

Gather all materials.

2. First, cut the yellow cardstock into a circle. Glue it onto the blue cardstock to
represent the moon.

3. Next, tear some pieces of the white cardstock to glue at the bottom for
snow. I glued one of the twigs under the white pieces so one of the “trees”
looked more like it was in the distance.

4.

Start gluing the twigs onto the cardstock to represent bare trees.

5.

Then, let the twigs dry completely.

6.

Squirt some white paint into a small container. Dilute it with a little bit of
water. Mix it up well. You’ll use the old toothbrush to splatter white paint
onto the picture to represent snow.

7. Get some white paint on the toothbrush. Use your thumb to splatter it all

over the picture so it looks like snow.

8. Let the splatters dry completely.

9.

Collect pairs of different sizes of googly eyes. Use an assortment of
different sizes to represent the different size eyes of large and small
nocturnal animals.

10.

Glue on the pairs of different sizes of googly eyes. I put the larger ones
near the ground since most larger nocturnal animals are ground
animals. Let everything dry very well. Now you have a spooky creature
of the night picture!

If you would like to take this one step further and learn more about the mysterious
creatures of the night while reading a charming children’s book, here are some
terrific fiction and fun nonfiction books with beautiful artwork:

Night Animals

by Gianna Marino

Night Animals Need Sleep Too

by Gianna Marino

Where Are the Night Animals?

by Mary Ann Fraser

Animals at Night

by Anne Jankeliowitch

After Dark: Poems About Nocturnal Animals

by David L. Harrison

Puddles is excited for next month at Hagerman National Wildlife Refuge. Check out
the November newsletter for a fun craft celebrating our winter guests…geese!

